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= 0. In what follows the summation convention will be used unless stated otherwise.
The potential of the scalar elds is given as follows



















































































































































are some real constants and (2.4) is written by assuming a symmetry under ! .













, and the notation
^






( = 1; 2) is used. Then, the covariant derivative






















































































 are hermitian and antisymmetric and thus they are equivalent



























































































We use the notation  = (; ; ) when the scalar elds are considered as the irreducible components of a scalar






















where  means a direct sum of the matrices and the notation K











below (2.2). The covariant derivative for
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3. SSB AND KINETIC ENERGY TERM OF SCALARS
By introducing the VEV(
v
) for , the symmetry SU(3) 
U(1)
N









































































where the same notation for the  before and after a transformation is used because the confusion will not occur and
in what follows the same will be made unless stated otherwise. By the unitary transformation to x the gauge, the
elds  and  will be aected but have the form corresponding to those before the symmetry breaking.
It is easily seen that the condition of the unitary gauge[3, 4] is satised in the case of the breaking because the









































































































































































and thus the only symmetry of the U(1)
em
remains with the charge operator Q(= T
3
+Y ). It is noted that the third component of the  is not aected but that
of  is aected by a transformation of the gauge xing at this stage.



































and there remains no symmetry breaking generator.

































may be carried out to give the desired result.


















































































. The last term in (3.8) gives the mass to the gauge bosons and rewritten in terms of










































































































































































































































































































































































































The third term on the right side in (3.8) remains without vanishing in the Higgs mechanism in contrast to the cases
of the SM and the R




























































































































does not occur as is desired. Even with use of the R

gauge in





these terms remain without vanishing. The existence
of these transition terms gives an eect on the propagator through the mixing of the scalar and gauge elds, and then
gives rise to disagreement with the limit of  ! 0 in the R

gauge in which these transition terms disappear from the
Lagrangian by the gauge xing term.
4. GAUGE FIXING AND GHOST TERMS IN R

GAUGE
In this gauge, the scalar elds have three non-zero components as in (3.1) and (3.4). It is convenient to use the
hermitian elds such as that below (3.1). Then, the Lagrangian is given by these elds and a brief explanation will
be given[7].
The second order terms on the elds in the Lagrangian are related with the propagators and one will give these




































































































































































































































































where each term is rewritten in a linear form except for the last line for latter convenience. Similarly, the second order






















































































































































































with all other terms.




































































































It is noted that the cross terms from (4.3) give the total divergence together with the third term in (3.8) and thus

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The masses of the ghost elds are determined from the last term in (4.5) and given with the expression corresponding






are used for the ghost elds











but the ;  have the three components which are aected by the gauge transformation. In the





the  is xed to the form (3.5) by the gauge transformation. Thus, in the case
of the U gauge the third term of (3.8) (or the transition terms (3.10)) appears without vanishing and can not be
7eliminated by some physical procedure because there remains only to x the gauge of U(1)
em
. Thus, the propagators




























































































































































It thus follows that the propagators for the gauge and the scalar elds can not be separated for each of the gauge and
scalar particles in general in the case of the U gauge.
On the other hand, in the R

gauge the third term in (3.8) makes a total derivative together with the term from
the gauge xing Lagrangian (4.3) to be neglected from it. It follows from (3.9) and (4.4) that the propagators for the
gauge particles are given in the well known form and thus approach to those for the vector particles in the limit of
 ! 0 for massive particles.
The propagators of the ghost elds are given with the mass term in a form (mass of vector particle)
2
= except for
a mass zero eld corresponding to A

, which remains as a free eld, and thus these ghost elds approach to zero in
the limit of  ! 0 in agreement with the known results.


























































































































































which are not contained in the potential approaches to innity and thus the elds with the mass will approach to zero,

















And it is easily seen that all components of the tilde elds must remain without vanishing. Then it is apparent that the
condition (3.3) of the unitary gauge is not satised for such  with nonzero components ~
j
( = 1; 2; j = 1; 2;  =
1; j = 3) and similarly (3.6) is not satised for the  with the components ~
j
( = 1; 2; j = 1;  = 1; j = 2).
Thus, it may be concluded that in general the gauge given by the limit of  ! 0 is not the unitary gauge given by the
condition of the unitary gauge such as (3.3) and (3.6) though the ghost elds and the Goldstone bosons drop out. Of
course, if only the  exists, it is easily seen that the gauge given by the limit of  ! 0 agrees with the unitary gauge
as in the SM because in this case the tilde elds except for ~
23
disappear.
It is noted that the eight degree of freedom of the scalar particles disappears in the limit of  ! 0 which fact agrees
with the general result in the Higgs mechanism and then the special gauge of  ! 0 contains only the physical vector
and scalar particles in a sense with denite mass, while in the gauge of the Higgs mechanism the vector and scalar






are mixed as seen from (3.10) to give their propagators and in the sense with no
denite mass they will not correspond to the physical particles in general.
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